The excitability of the motor cortex is modulated before and after voluntary movements. Transcranial magnetic stimulation studies showed increased corticospinal excitability from about 80 and 100 ms before EMG onset for simple reaction time and self-paced movements, respectively. Following voluntary movements, there are two phases of increased corticospinal excitability from 0 to approximately 100 ms and from approximately 100 to 160 ms after EMG offset. The first phase may correspond to the frontal peak of motor potential in movement-related cortical potentials studies and the movement-evoked magnetic field I (MEFI) in magnetoencephalographic (MEG) studies, and likely represents a time when decreasing output from the motor cortex falls below that required for activation of spinal motoneurons, but is still above resting levels. The second phase of increased corticospinal excitability may be due to peripheral proprioceptive inputs or may be centrally programmed representing a subthreshold, second agonist burst. This may correspond to the MEFII in MEG studies. Corticospinal excitability was reduced below baseline levels from about 500 to 1,000 ms after EMG offset, similar to the timing of increase in the power (event-related synchronization, ERS) of motor cortical rhythm. Similarly, motor cortex excitability is reduced at the time of ERS of motor cortical rhythm following median nerve stimulation. These findings support the hypothesis that ERS represents an inactive, idling state of the cortex. The time course of cortical activation is abnormal in movement disorders such as Parkinson’s disease and dystonia, reflecting abnormalities in both movement preparation and in cortical excitability following movement.

Since Hughlings Jackson’s observation of the focal onset and subsequent spread of motor seizures\(^1\) and the early electrical stimulation studies of Sherrington and Penfield,\(^2,3\) the motor cortex has been considered to play a central role in movement execution. More recently, there is also evidence that motor cortex excitability is modulated before and after voluntary movement. Recordings from the monkey motor cortex showed increased neuronal activity beginning 70 to 100 ms before movement onset, and the firing rate progressively increases up to the time of movement onset.\(^4,7\) After cessation of movement, many motor cortex neurons also continue to discharge above baseline levels.\(^8,9\)

In humans, activity of the motor cortex can be studied non-invasively with neuroimaging or physiological techniques. However, neuroimaging techniques such as positron emission tomography and functional magnetic resonance imaging do not have adequate temporal resolution to reveal the detailed time course of cortical activation. Therefore, most of the current
information regarding the time course of changes in motor cortex excitability associated with voluntary movements comes from physiological studies, such as electroencephalography (EEG), magnetoencephalography (MEG), transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) or transcranial electrical stimulation (TES). We review here the time course of changes in motor cortex excitability before and after voluntary movements, and attempt to correlate the findings from different physiological techniques.

MODULATION OF MOTOR CORTEX EXCITABILITY BEFORE VOLUNTARY MOVEMENT

Changes in motor cortex excitability before voluntary movement can be studied with movement-related cortical potentials (MRCPs), movement-related magnetic fields (MRMFs), power changes of cortical rhythms recorded by EEG or MEG, and stimulation of the motor cortex by TMS or TES. We will discuss these studies separately.

Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) and transcranial electrical stimulation (TES) studies

Several studies\(^{10-15}\) used TMS or TES to examine corticospinal excitability prior to movement onset in simple reaction time (RT) movements. In simple RT paradigms, the subject performs a predetermined simple movement, such as thumb abduction or wrist extension, as soon as possible after an external “go” signal, such as an auditory tone or a light flash. There is little time for movement preparation and the RT is usually about 200 ms. In these studies, the TMS or TES were adjusted to just subthreshold for producing motor-evoked potentials (MEPs) with the subject at rest. This produced a stable baseline and a minimal increase in corticospinal excitability led to recordable MEPs. These studies showed that corticospinal excitability begins to rise above baseline levels about 80 ms prior to EMG onset, and continues to increase up to the time of EMG onset (Figure 1). This premovement increased corticospinal excitability is likely related to the motor cortex itself, since its timing corresponds well with that of increased activity in the monkey motor cortex neurons prior to movement onset.\(^{4,7}\) Spinal reflexes are also facilitated from 50 to 100 ms before EMG onset in simple RT paradigms,\(^{16-18}\) indicating that there are also changes in the central commands to the spinal cord prior to movement. The changes in spinal reflexes are likely due to reduction in presynaptic inhibition rather than subthreshold activation of motoneurons.\(^{16-18}\) Thus, premovement increased excitability occurs at both cortical and spinal levels.

While simple RT paradigms represent a special laboratory situation, most of the movements people make are self-paced, in which the subject determines when the movement occurs. In order to examine changes in corticospinal excitability prior to self-paced movements, we studied self-paced movements with subjects performing thumb abductions about once every 4 to 5 seconds without external clues.\(^{15}\) The premovement increase in corticospinal excitability begins about 100 ms before EMG onset, about 20 ms earlier than that for simple RT movements (Figure 1).\(^{15}\) The difference between self-paced and simple RT movements was statistically significant.\(^{15}\) Our results suggested that in simple RT paradigm in which the subject was required to move as fast as possible, the rate of rise in corticospinal excitability can be increased, but only to a limited extent.

Figure 1: The time course of corticospinal excitability before voluntary movements. Results from six subjects who performed thumb abduction movements. Surface EMG was recorded from the abductor pollicis brevis muscle. Subthreshold transcranial magnetic stimulation was applied at different times before EMG onset. The open circles represent simple reaction time movements and the black diamonds represent self-paced movements. MEP amplitudes are expressed as percentages of the compound muscle action potential obtained by supramaximal stimulation of the median nerve at the wrist (MMax). Error bars represent ± SEM. The horizontal lines represent mean ± SEM of the baseline and the asterisks represent significant difference from baseline (unpaired t test, \(P < 0.05,\) after Bonferroni correction). The premovement increase in corticospinal excitability began significantly earlier (\(P = 0.03,\) unpaired t test) for self-paced movements (-100 ms) compared to simple reaction time movements (-80 ms). Modified from Chen et al.\(^{15}\)

Movement-related cortical potential (MRCP) studies

In MRCP studies, scalp EEG or electrocorticographic (ECoG) recordings time-locked to movement onset are averaged. With self-paced movements, MRCPs recorded before movement onset may be divided into three components: the Bereitshaftspotential (BP) starting 1 to 2 seconds before EMG onset; a steeper rise of negativity called the negative slope (NS’), occurring 300 to 500 ms before EMG onset; and the initial slope of the movement potential (MP) occurring 50 to 100 ms before EMG onset.\(^{19-24}\) These potentials likely represent movement preparation. With simple RT movements, in which there is little movement preparation, the BP and NS’ are absent and only the MP can be recorded.\(^{24}\) Although the precise source of different MRCPs components is still being debated, subdural recordings showed that the BP and NS’ can be recorded from a relatively wide area over the contralateral precentral gyrus\(^{20,22,25,26}\) and bilateral supplementary motor area (SMA).\(^{25,27}\) In contrast, the MP appears to be generated focally from the involved motor representations in the contralateral precentral gyrus.\(^{20,22,24,25}\)

Movement-related magnetic field (MRMF) studies

MRMFs are recorded by averaging MEG signals time-locked to movement onset, similar to MRCPs. The principal generator sources of MEG differ from that of EEG. MEG signals arise mainly from synaptic currents in the fissural cortex (tangentially oriented generators), whereas EEG and ECoG are more sensitive to radially oriented generators in the crown of cortical gyri. A slow magnetic field, known as the readiness field (RF), can be detected 0.3 to 1 second prior to movement onset.\(^{28,29}\) Compared to the BP in MRCPs, the RF begins later and has greater
contralateral predominance. In many subjects the RF cannot be separated into two separate components, but in some subjects there is an inflection point in the RF several hundred ms prior to movement onset which may correspond to the onset of NS' in MRCPs. The difference between BP, NS' and RF may be related to earlier activation of the crown of precentral gyrus preferentially recorded by EEG, and later activation of fissural cortex recorded by MEG.

Event-related desynchronization (ERD) of cortical rhythms

Rhythmic oscillation is one of the fundamental features of the human brain and these rhythms can be recorded by EEG or MEG. Two well-known rhythms in the 8 to 12 Hz range are the alpha rhythm arising from the occipital cortex and the mu rhythm recorded over the rolandic (sensorimotor) regions. The rolandic rhythm also contains 20 Hz components in addition to 10 Hz components. EEG studies have suggested that the 10 Hz rhythm is mainly generated in the somatosensory cortex while the 20 Hz rhythm predominantly arises from the motor cortex.

Phasic reactivity of the rolandic EEG rhythms in response to simple voluntary movements was first described by Jasper and Penfield. Other investigators soon made similar observations on scalp EEG, corresponding to the well known phenomenon of blocking (desynchronization) of the rolandic mu rhythm. Further studies showed that this event-related desynchronization (ERD) begins about 1.5 seconds prior to onset of self-paced movements and likely reflects functional activation of movement-related cortical areas in preparation for movement initiation. Topographical mapping studies of scalp EEG and subdural recordings showed that ERD initially begins over the contralateral sensorimotor cortex and becomes bilateral before movement onset.

The relationship between EEG, MEG and TMS studies

We found no increase in MEP amplitude from 500 to 100 ms before EMG onset (Figure 1), indicating that the NS' is not associated with increased motor cortex (or spinal cord) excitability. Although the time intervals we studied did not include the onset of BP or ERD which occurred much earlier than NS', it is unlikely that either BP or ERD is associated with increased motor cortex excitability, as there was no change with NS'. How can these findings be reconciled with subdural recordings which showed that the contralateral precentral gyrus is involved in generating BP, NS' and ERD? TMS stimulates corticospinal neurons in layer V of the motor cortex directly and indirectly via cortical interneurons. EEG and MEG potentials reflect current changes in the apical dendrites of all pyramidal cells, not only the corticospinal neurons. Thus, there could be functional differences between the superficial and deep pyramidal neurons. The motor cortex involvement in movement preparation, as demonstrated by BP, NS' and ERD, are apparently related to motor cortex circuits that are active before the activation of the corticospinal system. Inputs from the SMA or premotor cortex to the motor cortex, or activities of intrinsic cortical circuits in the motor cortex may underlie the components of BP, NS' and ERD generated from the precentral gyrus.

The timing of the premovement increased cortical excitability corresponds well with that of the onset of the MP. This supports the hypothesis that the initial slope of the MP arises from the motor cortex and suggests that the MP is associated with increased excitability of corticospinal neurons.

Postmovement increase in motor cortex excitability

Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) studies

Corticospinal excitability after voluntary movements has not been extensively studied. We used TMS to examine the time course of corticospinal excitability after simple RT and self-paced movements, and found increased corticospinal excitability in the first 160 ms after EMG offset. This increased corticospinal excitability appears to consist of two phases. The first phase ranges from 0 to approximately 100 ms, and the second phase from approximately 100 to 160 ms after EMG offset (Figure 2).

The first phase of increased corticospinal excitability probably represents the time when the decreasing output from the motor cortex falls below that required to activate spinal motor neurons, leading to cessation of EMG, but the activity of motor cortex neurons remains above baseline levels. This is consistent with recordings from the monkey motor cortex that many neurons continue to discharge after EMG offset. The second phase of postmovement increased corticospinal excitability from about 100 to 160 ms after EMG offset may be due to sensory feedback from passive movement of the thumb. Accelerometer recordings showed that thumb movements continued for 200 to 400 ms after EMG offset. In the monkey motor cortex, many neurons can be activated by passive movement of the contralateral arm and cutaneous stimulation of the glabrous skin of the hand, suggesting that proprioceptive and cutaneous inputs can increase motor cortex excitability. Another explanation for the second phase of postmovement increased corticospinal excitability is that it is centrally programmed and relates to a subthreshold, second agonist burst. While a triphasic agonist-antagonist-agonist pattern of muscle
activity is usually observed in movements where a target position is specified,44-46 we found only a single agonist burst with the simple thumb abduction movement.15 The absence of the antagonist and the second agonist burst is similar to previous studies of thumb movements,47,48 and is probably due to the low inertial load and that the antagonist burst was not necessary because the target position was not specified.48-49 The timing of the second phase of postmovement increased corticospinal excitability is similar to that of the second agonist burst for thumb flexion45 and elbow flexion44 movements. Thus, the second phase of postmovement increased corticospinal excitability may represent increased activity of corticospinal neurons related to the second agonist burst, which remained subthreshold for activation of spinal motorneurons. Our findings are consistent with the suggestion that the triphasic pattern is centrally programmed.44,45,50

**Movement-related cortical potential (MRCP) studies**

MRCP studies showed several peaks after EMG onset, which likely represent activation of different cortical areas.23,24 These include the parietal peak of motor potential (ppMP), which reaches its maximum amplitude over the contralateral central-parietal scalp regions 20 to 50 ms after EMG onset. The ppMP occurs during the EMG burst and may represent the terminal phase of motor cortex firing to execute movement. The ppMP is followed by the frontal peak of motor potential (fpMP), occurring about 100 ms after EMG onset. With EMG burst durations around 100 ms,15 the fpMP approximately corresponds to the time of EMG offset.

In addition to conventional MRCPs related to movement onset, MRCPs related to muscle relaxation can be recorded by averaging EEG signals time-locked to EMG offset.51,52 The motor cortex appears to be active before muscle relaxation in tasks that require active suppression of muscle activity (active relaxation), but there appears to be no significant motor cortex activity before tasks that require only withdrawal of tonic input.52 Following both active and passive muscle relaxation, there is a postrelaxation MRCP peak occurring about 120 ms after EMG offset.52

**Movement-related magnetic field (MRMF) studies**

MRMFs also showed several peaks after the onset of voluntary movements.28,29 The motor field (MF), which peaks around 30 ms after EMG onset, is probably similar to the ppMP in MRCP studies. The movement-evoked magnetic field (MEFI), occurring 100 to 150 ms after EMG onset, is likely analogous to the fpMP in MRCP studies. The MEFI is followed by the MEFII, occurring 200 to 250 ms after EMG onset. Topographic mapping studies suggested that the MRMFs originate predominantly from the contralateral sensorimotor cortex.28-29

**Event-related desynchronization (ERD) studies**

ERD of the cortical rhythm over the sensorimotor cortex that began about 1.5 seconds prior to movement continues for 0.75 to 2 seconds after movement onset.33,34,38 ERD is followed by a period of increased power above baseline levels, known as event-related desynchronization (ERS).32,34,36,38,53

**Relationship between EEG, MEG and TMS studies**

The timing of the first phase of postmovement increased cortical excitability is similar to that of the fpMP in MRCPs studies and the MEFI in MEG studies. The fpMP and MEFI occur about 100 to 150 ms after EMG onset. With EMG burst durations around 100 ms,15 this corresponds to about 0 to 50 ms after movement offset, similar to the timing of the first phase of postmovement increased cortical excitability. Similarly, the timing of the MEFI (200 to 250 ms after EMG onset) approximates that of the second phase of postmovement increased cortical excitability (100 to 160 ms after EMG offset). However, there are differences in the paradigms in our TMS study and those used in MRCP and MRMF studies. Further studies are necessary to clarify whether the postmovement increased corticospinal excitability periods correspond to fpMP, MEFI and MEFII.

**Postmovement decrease in corticospinal excitability**

**Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) studies**

We used TMS to examine corticospinal excitability up to 4 seconds after EMG offset.15 The stimulus intensity was adjusted to produce MEPs of about 1 mV in amplitude. Compared to subthreshold TMS, the suprathreshold TMS produced more variable baseline but enabled us to detect both increased and decreased corticospinal excitability, whereas subthreshold TMS can only detect increased corticospinal excitability. For both RT and self-paced movements, we found decreased corticospinal excitability from about 500 to 1,000 ms after EMG offset (Figure 3).15

**Event-related synchronization (ERS) studies**

The rhythm of the sensorimotor cortex consists of 10 Hz and 20 Hz components. The timing of the ERD and ERS differs depending on the frequency band. ERS of the 20 Hz EEG begins about 750 ms after EMG onset.36,38,54 ERS of the 10 Hz EEG occurs later at about 2 seconds after EMG onset.36,38 MEG studies also showed similar findings with increased 10 and 20 Hz activities after self-paced movements,33,34 and the increase in 20 Hz activity precedes the increase in 10 Hz activity by about 300 ms. Since the 10 Hz rhythm is mainly generated in the somatosensory cortex while the 20 Hz rhythm predominantly arises from the motor cortex,31-36 ERS of the motor cortex occurs earlier than that of the somatosensory cortex.

**Relationship between TMS and ERS studies**

The timing of the postmovement decrease in corticospinal excitability is similar to the onset of ERS of the 20 Hz cortical rhythm in EEG and MEG studies, which likely originates from the motor cortex.33,34,36,55 It has been suggested that while ERD represents cortical activation, ERS represents an inactive, idling state of the cortex with reduced excitability,36,53 or increased inhibition.33 ERS may therefore be an electrophysiological correlate of deactivated cortical areas.34,36,53 Supporting evidence for this hypothesis includes the occurrence of ERS in cortical areas not involved in processing of sensory information or motor output. For example, enhancement of the mu rhythm of the primary hand area occurs during visual processing or during foot movement.36 The postmovement ERS has been suggested to represent deactivation of the sensorimotor cortex following activation.34,36,53 Our finding of reduced corticospinal excitability at the time of onset of ERS supports this hypothesis.

**Effects of sensory stimulation on motor cortex excitability**

Additional support for the hypothesis that ERS represents decreased cortical excitability comes from studies on the effects
of sensory input. The activity of pyramidal neurons in monkey motor cortex changes in response to peripheral stimulation. In humans, median nerve stimulation leads to an immediate decrease in the 20 Hz rolandic MEG rhythm (ERD). This is followed by increased activity above the baseline level (ERS), which begins about 200 ms after median nerve stimulation, peaks around 400 to 500 ms and lasts about 1,000 ms. The rebound in 20 Hz activity following median nerve stimulation is decreased by activation of the motor cortex with voluntary movement, motor imagery or tactile stimulation of the hand. Rebound of the 20 Hz rhythm also occurs in the ipsilateral motor cortex following median nerve stimulation, but is of lower amplitude and slightly shorter latency than that of the changes in the contralateral motor cortex.

We used TMS to study the changes in motor cortex excitability following median nerve stimulation, and found reduced excitability of the contralateral motor cortex from 200 to 1,000 ms after median nerve stimulation. The excitability of the motor cortex ipsilateral to median nerve stimulation was also decreased, but the reduction was less than that of the contralateral motor cortex and was of shorter duration. Thus, the timing of decreased motor cortex excitability following median nerve stimulation corresponds well with that of the increase in the 20 Hz MEG rhythm, supporting the hypothesis that ERS represents reduced cortical excitability.

**ABNORMALITIES OF CORtical ACTIVATION IN MOVEMENT DISORDERS**

The time course of motor cortex excitability associated with voluntary movement may be a useful way to study the pathophysiology of movement disorders. We will describe here briefly the findings in Parkinson’s disease (PD) and dystonia.

**Parkinson’s disease**

The clinical finding of akinesia in PD patients is reflected in prolonged RTs. TMS studies showed that the premovement build up of motor cortex excitability in simple RT tasks is slower in PD patients compared to controls. The increase in motor cortex excitability begins about 140 ms before EMG onset in PD patients compared to about 80 ms before EMG onset in normal subjects. The time course of motor cortex excitability for self-paced movements in PD patients has not been studied. Since PD patients have more difficulty with self-paced movements than externally triggered movements, the premovement build up in cortical excitability may be even more abnormal in self-paced than simple RT movements. Several MRCPs studies showed reduced BP and NS’ before self-paced movement and with imagination of movement in PD patients, suggesting that movement preparation is deficient. However, some studies found no abnormality in the MRCPs in PD patients. These different results are likely related to whether the patients were on antiparkinsonian medications and variations in the motor paradigms used. Dopaminergic medications can normalize MRCPs in PD patients. Most of the studies that reported reduction in MRCPs were performed after withdrawal of antiparkinsonian medications, whereas studies that found normal MRCPs were performed with patients on antiparkinsonian medications. The rate of decline in MRCP amplitudes following voluntary movement was reduced in PD patients compared to controls, suggesting that termination of movement is also impaired and motor cortex excitability following movement may be abnormal.

ERD and ERS are also abnormal in PD patients. ERD prior to and during voluntary movements is reduced in PD patients and improved with levodopa. These findings are consistent with the hypothesis of Brown and Marsden that the function of the basal ganglia is to release cortical elements from idling (10 and 20 Hz) rhythms. ERS for the 20 Hz (beta) band EEG was found to be much smaller for PD patients compared to normal subjects, and it has been suggested that this is related to impaired recovery of primary motor area after movement. Therefore, the postmovement decrease in corticospinal excitability may also be abnormal in PD patients.

**Dystonia**

The NS’ component of MRCPs is reduced in patients with writer’s cramp and idiopathic torsion dystonia, but the BP and fpMP were found to be normal. Compared to PD patients, the abnormalities in dystonia patients were limited to a segment of the NS’ (300 to 200 ms prior to EMG onset) whereas in PD patients the BP and the entire length of the NS’ were abnormal. The NS’ abnormalities in dystonia were restricted to electrodes overlying the contralateral and midline central electrodes whereas the abnormalities in PD were more widespread. There is also reduced ERD prior to movement over the contralateral central region in writer’s cramp patients. These studies suggest that motor activation is abnormal prior to simple voluntary movements in patients with dystonia.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Studies with TMS, EEG and MEG show that there are a series of changes in the excitability of the human motor cortex before and after voluntary movements. The premovement changes likely represent movement preparation. The postmovement modulations may reflect centrally programmed patterns of movement.
sensory feedback and changes necessary to deactivate the motor cortex to return it to the resting state. The time course of motor cortex excitability changes are abnormal in patients with disorders of movement, such as Parkinson’s disease and dystonia.
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